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. . . "Students, alumni, and colleagues are the most effective
witnesses to her excellent teaching and leadership during these
years. We are all beneficiaries of her deep Christian commitment
and high-quality service."
— Milo A. Rediger
Chancellor
. . . "Consecrated Christian, talented teacher, loyal Taylor
alumna, but most of all—my true friend!"
—Alice Holcombe
Friend
"Stimulated by the vitality of her teaching, col-
leagues grow in the warmth of her encouragement
and the challenge of her leadership. Working with
Hazel Carruth is working with a scholar, a leader, and
a friend."
—Marilyn Walker and Mildred Chapman
Colleagues
"Hazel Carruth's devotion to Christ is evidenced in
many ways. In her church it is in faithful worship,
leadership of the administrative board, and special
concern for her pastor and family as a trustee. How
appropriate for a Christian university to dedicate its
yearbook in her honor."
—John W. Davis
Pastor
With these thoughts in mind, we, the editors, proudly







Taylor University is pleased to announce that
you have been accepted for regular admission
to the fall term, 1977. Welcome to Taylor. We





What does this really mean?
What do you think? . . .
. . . What really matters is: how much does
it cost? Am I going to get a "nerd" for a
roommate? Is there an initiation? Will break-
fast be this horrible? Will I get a date to the
Christmas banquet? What's a "Mathis
Church?" . . . 1 W^
J
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You mean chapel is three days a week? Why
are the showers always cold? Would you believe
it's been three weeks since I've had a date?
I
Who in the world is "Kaptain Kill-A-Watt?"
, What's a Trojan? Why can't I dance? . . .
If you can relate to these questions,
then you have become a part of the
Taylor community. But, it's more than
just a foosball game on Friday night, or
a trip to Dot's with the wing! . . .
Taylor is many things that make up a total expe-
rience, and we hope the pages that follow capsu-
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I am convinced that nothing can
















Being able to share together as a body of believers is an
important aspect of Taylor University. Through our weekly
contact sessions on Thursday evening, we've experienced
a warm time to share and fellowship in our common bond
of Jesus Christ.
In addition, Student Ministries has sponsored such groups
as Lamb's Players and Jeremiah People. "Contact" has
been a blessing to many of our students this year, and we













He will keep in perfect Peace those





You took my hand,
You worshipped the Lord,
You smiled, you laughed,
You praised the Lord.
You sang and prayed with me
How you glorified the Lord.
You let me cry; You waked with me,
instead of away from me.
You helped me look up when I
wanted to look down.
You worshipped the Lord.
You told me He loved me,
and I listened. . .
Come, you are my brother
—




Grow in grace, and in the knowl-







The Riddle of That Forked Radish, Myself
Monday, 10:00 a.m.
Guidelines to Personal Growth
Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Marks ot Maturity: Self-Orientation
and Self-Extension
Tuesday, 7:00 p.m.
Marks of Maturity: Self-Mastery
and Self-Knowledge
Wednesday, 10:00 a.m.
Guidelines to Personal Growth
Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.
Marks of Maturity: Self-Acceptance
and Self-Criticism
Thursday, 7:00 p.m.
Marks ot Maturity: Self-Donation
and Self-Fulfillment
is Friday, 10:00 a.m.
Guidelines to Personal Growth
LIGHTHOUSE 78
This was the seventh consecutive year that the Lighthouse
team accepted an invitation to minister in the Bahamas dur-
ing the month of January.
We had an excellent opportunity to apply the training we
have been receiving at Taylor. We ministered in various ways:
performing sacred concerts in local churches, conducting vis-
itation work in prisons and elderly folks' homes, providing
teacher training in local churches and teacher colleges, work-
ing with children in elementary schools, presenting programs
in high school assemblies, holding special programs aboard
ships, and assisting local pastors and missionaries. Lighthouse
'78 was a growing experience.
^m
Don't you know that those who
run in a race all run, but only
one receives the prize? Run so
that you may win.
I Cor. 9:24
Above right: Bill Rigg and "Tommy
Taylor;" above: John Wilson; right:




If we could live in our father's world,
And walk with Him hand in hand,
Open our eyes, Lord, we need to see,
Your loving and your firm command.
So Christians living in the world,
It's the time and place
To run your race for Him.
Although we are never finished,
The time has come to begin.
Let's open up our hearts
And let the love of Christ
Reach out and speak within,
For with Christ alone we can win!





Yes, we Celebrated. The celebration is because of what was,
what is, and what will be. It is the actualization of who we
are through the one who was, is, and will be, our Lord and
Liberator Jesus Christ. Therefore, the celebration was a con-




Taylor: A Look Back
A-M.C.W. Dorm, B-Roger Jenkinson, C-Walt Campbell, D-Joe Lund, E-
Hazel Carruth, F— Hot date in Upland, G-Elizabeth Poe, H-Taylor Book-
store, I—Maytag gym, J— Adminstration Building, K— Swinging Stan Burden
















Adventureland of T. U,
Au Sable Field Station, located in the
lichigan northlands, is used for re-
search throughout the year by con-
servation and other science classes. Part
of the experience includes canoeing
down the Manistee River to study and








Grenadier guard at Windsor Castle
shBBSHBHMH
Taylor in Israel
Left to right: Kurt Bullock, Jeanne Garzon, Lee
Whitman, Joni Nussbaum, Paul Englram, Judy
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First row, left to right: Bart Reneau, Sam Eddy, Lee
Whitman, Craig McMahan, Randy Loucks, Brent
Dawes, Greg Fetzer, Tadd Sutton, Drew Hoffman,
Mark Stemler. Second row: Brad Broker, Ray
Unangst, Bill Chesley, Todd Whitfield, Mike Haynes,
Steve Hall, Mark Rich, Dane Davenport, John
Lorentsen, Pete Snyder. Third row: Jim Anderson,
Mark Bercaw, Matt Green, Bill Shepard, Ernie
Bradley, John Campbell, Mike Wolford, Jim Deetjen,
Russ Carlson, Bryan Harper. Fourth row: Trevor
Tipton, Dave Dunbar, Doug Harsch, Tim Hagmier,
Troi Lee, Eric Jarman, Don Emery, Brian
Ruegsegger, Bill Bauer, Kevin King. Fifth row: Dirk
Case, Steve Lawrence, Roger Mikel, Mark Bartlett,
John Pattison, Tim Davis, Rob Johnson, Tim Steven-
son, Paul Sanford, Larry Marshall. Sixth row: Mike
Hmielewski, Jim Fennig, Mike Hellwege, Jim Long,
Ken Pritz, Doug Potts, Steve Rhodes, Tracy Sibley,
Doug Dillon, Todd Martin. Seventh row: Randy Brun-
setter, Coach Gal low, Coach Lund, Coach Baker,
Head Coach Sam Sample, Coach Mosher, Coach

















First row, left to right:
Cindy Jackson, Kris Heins-
man, Alma Shepard, Sue
McFarland, Cathy Har-
ness, Josh Pierce, Judy
Frey, Alexandra Mena,
Joyce Canfield, Martha
Webb. Second row: Coach
Mary Edna Glover, Angie






Take me out to the BALLGAME . .
.
First row, left to right: Carol Hoel, Jan Dunham, Carla Dusek, Sylvia Goodman, Rachel Stiver. Second row: Michelle Cates, Diane Gabrielson,
Kathy Donica, Sheri Vance, Jill Dunham, Sue Buehler, Deb Gates. Third row: Brenda Bentley, Jill Howard, Jan Matchette, Jeanine Courtney
(mgr.), Mary Rupp (mgr.), Coach Chris Lottes.
First row, left to right: Ben Myers, Jamie Shinabarger, Reid Kennedy, Pete Snyder, Tom McWaters, Dave Ellis, Robby Richardson, Trevor
Tipton. Second row: Steve Graves, Mark Coy, Todd Shinabarger, Mark Fisher, Rich Honig, Calvin Stuart, Mike Kinzer, Dyrk Miller, Randy
Loucks, Brad Ramsland. Third row: Coach Sam Sample, Sam Eddy, Keith Mollenkamp, Rick Underwood, Scott Ramsland, Kevin Neuhouser,







"Look what I found!"
"If I could but touch the hem of his garment.'
-I got it!"














This spread is dedicated







ABOUT COMMITMENT TO CHRIST
Open .

Brad Buroker, Sheri Thomet






















Row one from left: J. McFarland, D. Miles, R. Smith, T.
Miller, G. Fetzer, J. Pudaite, M. Row, T. Whitfield, C. Cole,
P. Briede, Row two: J. McFarland, J. Riggle, M. Rabung, T.
Lockwood, B. Smallwood, T. Bowman, D. Hamm, J. Stock-
ton, T. Heiman, M. Moses. Row three: Coach Jarman, D.
Ruegsegger, J. Whitfield, D. Whitfield, M. Mcleod, R. Johnson
S. Dodd, M. Bartlett, J. Tyree, B. LaFollette, D. Bergen
Dave Miles, Greg Fetzer
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CHAMPlA<SHIP
Todd, Drew, and Jim Whitfield—Champions of Little State
VOLLEYBALL
FIELD HOCKEY
Row one from left: K. Heinsman, J. Pierce, D. Frank, T. Nussbaum, S. Thomet.
Row two: S. Goodman, K. Gilley, J. Hutson, D. Gabrielson, Coach Lottes. Row
three: S. Andrews, C. Breen, D. Dyson, M. Maleski, C. Frank, D. Lillmars.











Bottom right: Jari Barlow, Bob Sprunger; Top far
right: Sandy LeMaire, Ron Chlasta, Mark Bromhead,
Todd Miller, Lisa Flanary U-W i T
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Top left: Philip Kroeker; Above: Robert Antonian; Far right
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The February production of Bertolt Brecht's "Galileo"
confronted the campus community with the question of
moral and ethical responsibility in a scientific and tech-
nological age. Brecht, a Marxist, chose to question so-
ciety through the life of Galeleo Galilei, the father of
modern physics, who, in 1633 was forced by the church
to recant his teaching that the earth revolves around
the sun. Juxtaposed against this 17th century tapestry
of intrigue and intuition, the director, Oliver Hubbard,
introduced themes of Brecht's own struggles in Nazi
Germany, the development and deployment of the first
atomic bomb, and the Church's attitude toward tech-
nological advances in our own age.
The question raised for the Christian college commu-
nity is, are we preparing ourselves for meaningful in-
volvement in a world that needs to hear God's redeem-
ing Word.
Far left: John Dimmick; far left bottom: Jazz Band; left: Jim Wheeler; top, left to right: Tim McGarbey, Doug Marlow, Tom Lough, Greg
Johnson, Sara DePree; above: Greg Johnson and Pat Goodine.
Ultimately, each of us must draw our own con-
clusions about what constitutes a good marriage.
Those of us who have lived with Ibsen's magnificent
play during the past six weeks have had our per-
ceptions of the possible alternatives significantly ex-
panded. We hope the play has yielded similar experiences
for you.
.JtayS, A, 5 and 6, 4978
From left to right: Brenda Conway, Carey Alstadt, Doug Oliver, Kimberly Montgomery, Mark Welch, Catherine Curtis, Kris Anderson.
CONCERTS: Part two
The S.U.B. spring concert schedule resulted in performances by
several top-notch Christian artists. Andrae Crouch and the Dis-
ciples, Randy Stonehill, and the Phil Keaggy Band headlined enter-
tainment activities for the semester. Other on-campus and visiting
artists added creativity and variety.
Far top left: Phil Keaggy; far bottom left: Andrae Crouch's Disciples; top left: An-




We, the editors, would like to thank our staff for their hard work and labor on this book. Not only did
they have to churn out page after page of layouts for us, but they also had to put up with our constant
nagging and grumblings! Special thanks to our sectional editors who, despite term papers and exams,
came through when they had to.
Pictured above are, from left to right: Alan Winquist, advisor; yours truly, the two Daves; Doug
Cramer, Darkroom Manager; Brad Bloomster, Photography Editor; Tammy Monroe, Spiritual Section
Editor; Mark Tomlin, Photographer; Sandy LeMaire, Extra-curricular Section Editor; Julie Dunwiddie,
Photographer; Lavonna Shockey, Moral Support; Karen Elliot, Layout and Copy.
The Camera Shy members of our staff are: Ann Mather, Artist; Ed Burton, Academic Section Editor;
Bobby Housch, Physical Section Editor; Cindy Simmons, Portrait Section Editor; Diane Barrus, Secre-
tary; Terry King, Typist; Laura Edwards, Copy; and Photographers—Tom Triol, Van White, Kent Rho-
dehamel, John Jaderholm, Susan Shank, Dan Boyd, and Mark Welch.







THE GRASS IS RIZZ
I wonder where the birdies is.
The bird is on the wing,
but that's absurd!




Top left: Timberline; top right: Asian; above: B.J. Thomas; right
middle: Tim Sheppard; right: Michael Johnson; far right:
Haines Bros.
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In keeping with its attempts to provide diversity,
the Student Union Board brought a variety of big
names, small up-and-comings, secular and sacred
artists in its fall concert season. SUB's first concert
embodied the diversity for which it was striving. B.J.
Thomas provided the campus with some of his old
standards, his new Christian material and his personal
testimony. The newly born-again baritone thrilled the
Taylor community with his extreme musical talent, his
personable nature, and his superb showmanship.
Hoping not to detract from the Anne Murray home-
coming concert, SUB offered four small concerts,
starting with Tim Sheppard, and followed by Aslyn;
Albrecht, Roley, and Moore; and finally with Taylor's
own Haines Brothers.
The Board presented Michael Johnson as the sea-
son's final concert. A solo artist, Johnson played a
variety of styles from ballads to classical to bosanova.
The audience was pleased with his storybook sense of
humor and his amazing guitar prowess. The magnifi-
cent performance capped off a successful fall season
for the Student Union Board.
Top left: Tom Dalton; middle right: Nan
Kennedy and Craig McMahan; far
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Not only a football victory homecoming weekend, but
a victory over the weather as well. A homecoming
without rain. Even at night the sun still shone through
Anne Murray's singing.
A time set aside for fun and celebration with old and
new friends—a victory over all, in that many truly "came






"Jacques Brel Is Alive and Well and
Living in Paris—Thank God!
Jacques Brel brought to the world
and to our campus a musical of pro-
found and moving insight. Brel's songs
speak of life with authority and com-
passion, of people who need to be under-
stood and loved, of their needs and aspi-
rations, of their hopes and fears. . .of
their loving.
The words and music of this comtem-
porary French Chansonnier often anger,
move, dishearten, enlighten, inspire, but
never bore as he so eloquently raises
our hopes. . .
If we only have Love."
Left to right: Gregg Francis, Prof. Ollie Hubbard,
Edie Rader, Tim Johnson, Diane Murrell, Kathy
Turner, Mark Welch.
HALLOWEEN







Upper left: The New American Opera Theatre; middle left:












Dir. of Annual Fund
Left to right: CRISTY LODER, Sec; BETTY MURRAY, Sec; IRMA NEWMAN, Student Ac-
counts; LORENE ROBBINS, Accounts Payable; ED CHAPPELL, Cashier; LAURA HUTSON,












RANDALL L. GERMANN, Assistant Dir. of Admissions; LORI TURNOW, Ad-
missions Counselor; MELANIE TAYLOR, Admissions Counselor; DAVID
SONGER, Admissions Counselor




Chancellor of the University
ROBERT D. PITTS









CHARLES R. JAGGERS, Associate Dean of Students; BETTY JACKSON, Sec
NANCY J. CICERO
Associate Dean of Students
G. BLAIR DOWDEN
Director of Financial Aid
BETTY G. FREESE





THOMAS A. DAVIS, Dir. of Career Development and Student Activities; LA-
VONNA SHOCKEY, Sec; WALTER E. CAMPBELL, Dir. of Student
Development
JOANNE KEMP and JEANNE BULLOCK
C.T.A. Secretaries
GERALD L. HODSON




















Dir. of Campus Security
DORIS HARDLEY
Sec. for Campus Security
LOU ROTH
Dir. of the Health Center
YETIVE WILLIAMS and TERRI GARDNER
Music Dept. Secretaries
BRENDA BECKLEY
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FLOYD BOARDMAN, JOHN HEADRICK, JIM BARKER, Print Shop JOSEPHINE MILLER, LINDA ROGERS, TAMAR SHAFFER, MARION KEN-
DALL, Education Dept.
JERRY NELSON, DAVE ADAMS
Food Service



















Dir. of Learning Skills Center






caught in the act
From left to right: Fred Knoderer, Jon Soliday, Russ Clark, Lora Trout, Sid Hall, Steve Bauter
As you can see from this bare page, most of the Buildings and Grounds staff are camera shy! However, we








































We, the editors and staff of the '78 ILIUM, gratefully acknowledge the fol-
lowing persons whose generous gifts made this yearbook possible:
Dr. Ted W. Engstrom
Pasadena, California.
Rev. Herbert M. Frazer
Cincinnati, Ohio.




Mrs. Jane Carson Myre
Paducah, Kentucky.
Dr. Charles W. Shilling, M.D.
Arlington, Virginia.
Mr. Henry C. Ruegg
Columbus, Ohio
ARGENTINA AUSTRALIA BAHAMAS BRAZIL CAMBODIA CANADA • CHILE COLOMBIA • COSTA RICA DOMINICAN REPUBLIC • ECUADOR • ENGLAND FRANCE
"God is able
to make all grace abound
to you,
so that in all things
at all times,
having all that you need,
you will abound
in every good work.
"
(II Corin. 9:8)
THE OFFICERS AT THE INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS OF
THE CHRISTIAN AND MISSIONARY ALLIANCE
Nyack, New York 10960
For a folder about Christian service opportunities
in North America and overseas, please write to the above address.
' PUERTO RICO • PHILIPPINES • PERU PARAGUAY • NEWZEALAND • NETHERLANDS • MEXICO MALI • MALAYSIA • LEBANON LAOS JORDAN • JAPAN
Warmest congratulations to each 1978 graduate of Tayor University.
It takes a continuing team effort to reach the world with the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Have you con-












Training Supplies and Equipment
















1Y STS. UPLAND,' INDIANA 46989
PHONE 998-7793 y
TIRES-BATTERIES-ACCESSORIES
24 Hour Wrecker Service




Open 11 am—1 pm Daily
Free Delivery from 5 pm to 11
pm






"Shorty" Nussbaum, Josh Pierce, Sarah Lynn Crouse, Evon Schlotter
Cathryn Flaherty Chantal Fletcher Sandra Fonseca Deborah Frank Marlene Frederick Judy Frey
Lisa Henningsen Mary Hepker Constance Hodges Peggy Houghtaling Judy Frey
Janet Maier Linda Markle Janice Matchette Molly Mazwell B. Joanne McFarland Susan McFarland
Sharon Raby Terrilyn Randell Diane Rawlings Jo Ann Rechtorovic








rah Hillis, Beth Ann
Hinz, Linda King, Lo-














Kimberly Wagner Mary Walker Barrie Warren Jennifer Whitehead Marsha Wilson
Barbara Wolf Kimm Wright
OLSON HALL
Ruth Brand Merri Lynne Breen
Deb Burnham and Jennifer Nethery
Karen Cowley
Becky Engle Beth Eshelman Robin Fackler
»
Robin Greenman Lynn Griesmeyer Dawn Gwin




Kevin May and Donna Behr
Kathi Myers Jennifer Nethery Carolyn Nicholson Nancy Nordin Lori Oestreicher Martha Palmer

Marianne Stratton Tamara Strieker Jane Strine Jane Strunk Joanna Strunk Kimberley Summers
Rhonda Wysong
Camera Shy: Ruth Abel, Grace Bardsley, Mary Bradley, Lisa Jo Brown, Sa-
rah Burgoon, Debra Burnham, Marie Burris, Karen Copeland, Colleen Coug-
henour, Jane Cromer, Sandra Crowder, Lynne Elmer, Eileen Enright, Suzan
Freeman, Mary Gilbert, Lucinda Halbrook, Sarah Herr, Teresa Hummel,
Donna Jahns, Elizabeth Lantz, Karen Mansfield, Diane McClenaghan, Kim-
berly Montgomery, Constance Olson, Amy Saltzgaber, Cynthia Skolrood,
Katharine Taylor, Anne-Margaret Van Pelt, Carrie Young, Julia Young.
SOUTH HALL
Patricia Gentry Sharon Gentry
Nancy Cicero
Sue Buehler and Nancy Nienhuis


















Karen Waggoner Ruth Warner Leslie Whiteside
MORRIS HALL
David Carlburg Steven Chance
_ ^
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Kevin Conklin Richard Cornfield Jr. Lonnie Diehl
David Dunkelberger Garry Dyer Paul Englram Jeffrey Evans
John Jaderholm Calvin Johnson Timothy Johnson
Douglas Potts












Bob Sprunger and Mike Rike
Richard Underwood Roger Varland James Walker III
Douglas Walton James Wheeler Leo Whitman
Camera Shy: Gregory Bahas, Paul Beach, Judson Beachler, Steven Brooks, David
Brown, Russell Carlson, Donald Carlson, Ronald Chlasta, Carey Cole, Donald Col-
lins, David Conn, Kurt Cornfield, Timothy Dreyer, Charles Emery III, Edwin
Fenstermacher, Mark Fischer, Jonathan Francis, Stephen Grice, Frank Groten-
huis, David Hadley, Anderson Hart, Michael Haury, Michael Hellwege, Robert
Johnson, Gregory Jones, Mak Kawano Jr., Thomas Larsen, Timothy Maybray,
John McFarland, James McGarvey, William Meeks, Kevin Mitchell, Keith Mollen-
kamp, Marc Moses, Paul Nassar, Gregory Pitts, Keith Plumb, Chester Scott,
Timothy Sexton, David Shaw, Robert Shevlot, Mark Skolrood, Mark Smalley,
Richard Smith, Timothy Stevenson, Gregg Taylor, Keith Tyler, Jay Tyree, Ray-
mond Unangst, Robert Walker, James Wetherbee, Michael Wilhelm, John Wilson.
WENGATZ HALL
James Anderson Ronald Anderson Jayman Avery III Daniel Bare
Kevin Brennfleck Bradley Brinson Craig Broadwater Robert Brummeler Randy Brunsetter Edward Burton
David Byers Jonathan Campbell William Cargo Michael Carter Paul Chapman
Jonathan Condit James Cross Michael Cunningham Thomas Dalton Timothy Davis
Gregory Fennig Gregory Fetzer Douglas Gerig
H^H -^»
P. Kevin Gerth Scott Goodman Reed Greenagel
Charles Kinzer Bradley Koenig Jon Condit and Mike Kinzer
Douglas Pelton
Brian Ruegsegger Dawson Rupp
Terry Seagrave
Eddie Stern James Stimmel Robert Summer Scott Sutton M. Todd Thalls Donald Tillman Jr
Philip Welch Timothy Wesolek David Whitaker
iii
Glenn Wilder Michael Wolford David Woodall Matthew Young
Camera Shy: James Anderson, Dwight Austen, William Banks, Thomas Bauder, Frank Beard, Mark Ber-
caw, Brad Bloomster, Matthew Bolinger, Nelson Broman, Jerald Brown, Larry Brown, James Deetjen,
Stephen Dowell, Terry Edwards, William Evans, William Fawley, James Fennig, Steven Gabrielson,
George Gibson, Michael Graves, Thomas Green, Michael Greenwood, Timothy Hagmaier, Terrel Haines,
Larry Hall, Bruce Hambrick, Mark Hammer, Jeff Harvey, Steven Haun, Kenneth Hayes II, Jeffrey Hess,
Steven Hirons, Michael Hmielewski, Roger Holmes, Richard Honig, William Hooven, Thomas Hun-
sberger, Harold Istvan, Eric Jarman, Kent Johannes, Rodney Johnson, Kent Katterjohn, David Keener,
Thomas Kemner, Michael Kinzer, Stephen Kraakevik, Daniel Kumah, Stephen Livingston, Timothy Lock-
wood, James Long, Randall Loucks, Tim Lugbill, Curtis Lundquist, Michael Mack, Fredrick Martin, Wil-
liam Montgomery, Kevin Muzzillo, James Narvesen, Leon Newell, Jan Perry, Thaddaeus Poe, Kenneth
Pritz, John Pudaite, Michael Rabung, Scott Ramsland, Robert Richardson, Donald Robinson, Brent
Ronne, Lewis Sale II, Jerry Scripps, Harold Shafer Jr., Daniel Smith, David Smith, Gregory Smith, Pe-
ter Snyder, Calvin Stuart, Randy Tower, Richard Trautman, William Turkington, Charles Vandenberg,
R. Lynn Walker, Phillip Whybrew, Steven Wills, David Wise, Bruce Wright.
*'_"V_.
Jim Stemmel and Merlin Holmes
SWALLOW ROBIN
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Donald Townsend John Van Vleet William Wallace III Matthew Welty
Camera Shy: Thomas Albinson, Mark Collins,
Dane Davenport, Joseph Fennig, Philip Jamieson,








































ley, Fred Harman, Bev-
erly Harreld, Brian
Herring, Timothy Hill,
William Hill II, Richard
Hook, Jackie Hubbard,
Eric Jackson, Sue Ellen
Jackson, Terry Jack-



















son, Gail Pontius, Jo-





















Deb Gates, Cleone Heebner and Marianne Carter
Below; John Imrie and Jeanne Garzon; right: Laura Edwards; below left
Charlie Humberd and Blair Dowden.
Above: Tom McCabe, Nancy Nordin, Greg Francis, Dave Hall, Laura Edwards, Merle Musser, Barb Habegger, Ken Schmidt, Jeanne
Garzon, Steve Long, Bob Walker, Betty Ann Botha, Shirley Pritchett, Charlie Humberd, Vice-President, John Imrie, President Deb
Leach, Blair Dowden, Sponsor.
From left to right; Colleen Gunder, Jewel Farlow, Mike Reger.
With the ECHO continuing to be a respected well-
read media by the student body, news, feature, and
sports interests kept the staff on its toes. Our 24 page
Homecoming issue and 16 page spring issue highlighted
the years 8-12 page weekly publications. Big news top-
ics of the year included the radio station controversy,
the energy crisis, and the tuition increase. In retrospect
it was a year of uninterrupted involvement and diligent
work by a committed staff. The ECHO'S 65th year of
publication proved to be a significant one.
Opposite: Sharon Craig, George
McClain, Kevin Conklin, Jewel Farlow,
Randy Dodge, Lisa Barth, Steve Neal,
Mike Reger, Kurt Bullock, Linda
Markle, Bill Evans, Pam Williamson,
Chase Nelson, John Utley,, Karen
Rutzen.
echo
Mike Reger Jewel Farlow
Co-Editors
Spring 1978
Mike Reger Colleen Gunder
Co-Editors
Fall 1977
News Editor Sharon Craig
Arts Editor Pam Williamson
Feature Editors Chase Nelson
Kevin Conklin
George MeClane (fall)
Women's Sports Lisa Barth
Mary Spencer (fall)
Men's Sports Kurt Bullock
Photography Doug Taylor, Kurt Bullock
John Jaderholm, Deb Anglemeyer
Business Manager Bob Hutchins
Mike Haynes (fall)
Reporters and Writers Mark Collins, Chase Nelson, Kevin
Conklin, John Utley, Steve Neel,
Randall Dodge, Bill Evans.
George MeClane, Marianne Carter
Layout Editor Sue McFarland (fall)




Advisors Alan Winquist, Jane Halteman
Roger Jenkinson
The ECHO is published weekly by the staff for the students,
faculty and friends of Taylor University with its purpose being
that of informing its readers of the activities on and around the
campus.
The opinions expressed are not necessarily those of the entire
staff but only those of the individual writer. Letters to the Editors
may be addressed to the ECHO office, via campus mail and must
also be signed to be printed. The right to edit or the use of discre-
tion in the printing an article is reserved by the Editors and staff.
It is the policy of Taylor University not to discriminate on the
basis of race, national origin, or sex in its educational programs,
activities or employment policies, as required by Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act and Title IX of the 1972 Educational Amend-
ments. Inquiries regarding compliance may be directed to Dr. Rob-
ert D. Pitts, Administration Building, Taylor University (998-
2751, ext. 204 or 381) or to the Director of the Office of Civil
Rights, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Washing-
ton, D.C.
ART
The Department of Art offers a major
for the B.A. and B.S. degrees, as well as
a teaching minor. Our department also
helps in the training of other majors in
elementary and early childhood educa-
tion. In order to accommodate differ-
ences in the interests and experiences
of the students, the art program offers
courses dealing with a variety of ideas,
principles, and materials. A primary
concern of the Department of Art is the
perpetuation of an environment con-
ducive to creative development and at
the same time to emphasize the signifi-























The Biology Department provides a
program to meet the academic needs of
students whose interests vary from
medicine to natural resources to teach-
ing and other biological pursuits. Most
of these concerns are represented
among the 1978 graduates. The depart-
ment's program is designed principally
to provide appropriate pre-professional
preparation. The undergraduate foun-
dation thus acquired equips students to
enter graduate programs, secondary
teaching, medical school, and other vo-
cations. The campus-based formal
course program is supplemented with
honors experiences, practicums, and the
unique opportunities afforded by the
T.U. Biology Field Station. The total
University program enables students to
pursue their biological interests in an
atmosphere conducive to the devel-
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The Department of Accounting, Busi-
ness Administration, and Economics is
preparing its graduates either for post-
graduate study or for a variety of pro-
fessional positions in the business com-
munity or government. Among the
broad professional fields that recent
graduates have entered are: accounting
(industrial or public), banking, hospital
administration, insurance, marketing,













Joseph W. Himelick II
Montpelier, IN





























































The Department of Chemistry pro-
vides instruction for majors interested
in pre-professional training, education,
industry and graduate school. Most of
our majors are pre-medical or pre-den-
tal students. This year we have two se-
niors graduating from Taylor. One has
been accepted to Indiana University
Medical School and the other senior wil
go on to graduate school, possibly at
Ball State.








The Communication and Theatre Arts
Department believes that human com-
munication, at its best, is a personal,
supportive response to the uniqueness
and worth of persons. Students are en-
couraged to approach communication
processes and skills as agencies of
growth and service rather than ex-
ploitation. We believe participation in
theatre increases our understanding of
the human condition, expands our
awareness of human need, offers cre-
ative activity for the development of ex-
pressive gifts, and provides a means of
articulating our Christian world and life
view. CTA courses are designed to help
students develop skills which are par-
ticularly important in such professions
as law, government, business, teaching,
Christian service ministries, mass com-








The Taylor University Education Department has a
distinct opportunity in educating future teachers in
that the total teacher preparation package—the
knowledge skills and value structure— is flexible in its
application. More and more teacher graduates are
completing the teacher education program with the
intention of entering careers which are allied with
and/or related to education. Taylor prepares teach-
ers for secondary (fourteen different subject areas),
elementary, Christian day and nursery schools, day
care centers, and schools serving the mentally re-
tarded. The growth of Christian day schools in the
United States is creating a need for teachers at all
grade levels who can effectively integrate faith and
learning. In response to this demand, we have de-
signed a special series of courses and practical expe-
riences for students desiring to teach in Christian
schools. The fastest growing teacher education pro-
gram at Taylor is early childhood training. Another
popular curriculum is the teaching endorsement in
special education which prepares persons to work















































































The Department of English offers a
Bachelor of Arts degree and a Bachelor
of Science (in education) degree. More
than half of the English majors prepare
to teach English in junior and senior
high schools. Some B.A. majors have
continued their study in seminaries and
graduate schools to prepare for careers
in law, medicine, library science, college
teaching, and the Christian ministry.
Some have secured positions requiring
writing. But preparing students for ca-
reers is only part of the department's
concern. English offers life-long values:
proficiency in writing, personal enrich-
ment, human compassion, broad under-
standing, criteria for judgment, and
Christian outlook through the study of
literature.
Hazel Carruth
J J ll> UB II *

















"Those who cannot remember the
past are condemned to repeat it."
Through these words, the philosopher
George Santayana clearly expressed one
of the values of studying history. "I
know of no way of judging the future
but by the past," stated Patrick Henry.
Taylor's history department offers a
wide-range of courses in American, Eu-
ropean, Non-western, and the Pre-
modern era aimed at giving students a
clearer understanding, from an histori-
cal perspective, of the numerous signifi-
cant current world events. The depart-
ment considers a major in history to be
a good basis for numerous careers, in-
cluding law, government service, inter-
national organizations, the ministry,
business, journalism, library and archi-
val work, as well as teaching.
Students may receive either a B.A. in
history or B.S. in social studies.
Innovative 1978 interterm courses in-
cluded: "History and Geography of the
Southwest" with Wandering Wheels;
"The American Presidency" taught on
campus; and "Revolution and Reform"
in Europe in conjunction with the
English department. During the summer
sessions, course offerings included:
"History of Indiana" with Wandering
Wheels; and "History of France" and
"Modern Europe" taught in Nice and
Strasbourg, France, respectively, with











Modern Language majors develop a broad
outlook on the world by learning how people
in other cultures think, feel, and communi-
cate about life and its realities. This knowl-
edge increases the majors' respect for their
own language and the facility with which they
can communicate. Some teach; others enter
fields of business, science, the humanities, or
Christian service.
George Faul










LaGrange, IN The mathematics program at Taylor
attempts to teach majors the concepts
and methods of mathematics needed
for graduate school and jobs in educa-
tion, business, industry, and govern-
ment. This year's senior class has fol-
lowed the tradition of Taylor
mathematics majors by compiling an
average score on the Undergraduate
Record Exam which would rank at the
87th percentile. Next year these stu-
dents will successfully begin graduate
school, teaching careers, and various
mathematically related jobs in actuarial





















The Taylor University music majors
receive training as professional musi-
cians within the cultural perspective of a
liberal arts education. Their abilities to
create and listen to music with dis-
cernment, good taste, artistic skill and
musicianship and their expertise in edu-
cational methodology prepare them to
enter the larger world of music making
and teaching. Some students with a
particular interest in performance skills
will engage in private instruction or pur-
sue graduate study leading to the
teaching of applied music at the college
level. Others will enter the field of music
education as teachers or supervisors of
music in the public or private school.
Still others will become church musi-
cians. It is our hope and prayer that all
will dedicate their talents and abilities














The Department of Physical Educa-
tion and Health for men and women
seeks to provide broad programs for all
students. Offerings include courses
leading to a B.A. and teacher certifica-
tion under the B.S. degree. Certification
under the latter enables students to
teach elementary, junior and senior
high school. The B.A. prepares students
for advanced study in physical educa-
tion, correctives, physical or recrea-
tional therapy, recreational administra-
tion, advanced study in athletic training,

































Inquiring young people have found
physics fascinating ever since Galileo's
encounters with falling bodies at the
Leaning Tower of Pisa, with the swing-
ing chandelier in the cathedral and with
the improvised telescope pointed to-
wards Jupiter.
Physics is mainly a study of energy,
motion, and matter. These topics are
intimately related to the national prior-
ities dealing with sources of energy and
the environmental impact of its use. At
a time when the world is concerned
with energy shortages and alternatives,
physics serves as one of the most rele-
vant subjects in developing new energy
sources such as nuclear, solar, and geo-
thermal power. Employment opportu-
nities for physicists have risen sharply in
the past two years and are now at the
peak level in this decade. Careers in
electronics, nuclear energy, and health





















The Psychology Department trains
Christian psychologists who are pre-
pared for further academic studies
and/or professional responsibilities.
Many psychology graduates will pursue
master's and doctoral degrees and be-
come college teachers, professional
counselors, personnel and industrial
psychologists, and researchers in all as-
pects of human behavior. The psychol-
ogy B.A. degree has prepared others to
be mental health assistants, probation
officers, rehabilitation counselors, and
vocational counselors. Typical work set-
tings include community mental health
centers, vocational rehabilitational cen-
ters, correctional institutions, day care
centers, and crisis intervention centers.
Furthermore, the psychology degree will
be an asset to almost any type of career

















































































































































































Abshear, Marietta - 172
Adams, Dave — 128
Adkison, Leon — 189
Aeschleman, Becky — 145
Ahlseen, Mark — 183
Akers, Carole — 215
Akers, Harold — 170
Alderink, Marlene — 172
Alexander, Jeffrey — 180
Allan, Paul - 163
Alspaugh, Michael — 199
Alstadt, Carey - 170
Anderson, James — 163
Anderson, Jody — 145, 173
Anderson, Paul - 196
Anderson, Peggy — 155
Anderson, Robert — 172
Anderson, Ronald — 163
Anglemyer, Debra - 145
Anglin, A.J. - 187
Antonian, Robert — 204
Applegate, Kathy - 155
Archer, Kimberly — 145
Armstrong, Gary — 183
Ash, Randall — 215
Auer, Lindy - 155, 156
Avery, Ronny — 172
Avery, Jayman — 163
Ayers, Michael - 183, 78
Bailey, Bradley — 205, 174
Baker, Brian — 172
Baker, Susan — 123
Bapes, Alice — 199
Baptista, Robert - 124
Barber, Marjorie — 222
Bardsley, Ruth - 145
Bare, Daniel - 163
Bareiter, Beth - 155
Barker, Jim - 128
Barlow, Jeri — 90, 145
Barnes, Lori — 145
Barrus, Diane — 161
Barth, Lisa - 145
Bartlett, Mark - 46, 82, 163
Barton, William - 163
Bassett, Sheldon - 205
Bauer, Lawrence — 46
Baum, Dennis - 163, 165
Baum, Kevin — 163
Bauter, Steve — 131
Beadle, Mark - 199
Bealor, Kent - 220
Bealor, Sue - 129
Beatty, Tamara — 190
Becker, Michael - 163
Becker, Ronald - 163
Beckley, Brenda - 128
Beckman, Angela — 145
Bedor, Jill - 145
Beers, Thomas - 125
Beeson, Lynelle — 155
Beeson, Steve — 170
Behr, Donna - 145, 150
Beihold, Sharon - 183
Belon, Deborah — 145
Benjamin, Sharon - 210
Bennett, George - 180
Bentley, Brenda - 85, 155
Bercaw, Mark - 46
Bergen, David - 82
Berkebile, Lyn — 145
Berkes, Tammy — 145
Bertsche, Timothy - 217
Berwager, Gary — 180
Beutler, Cynthia - 145
Bialaszewski, Susan — 155
Birch, Michael - 163
Black, Sharon - 190
Blevins, Ronald — 163
Blum, Harold - 163
Boardman, Floyd — 128
Boen, Brenda - 172
Bolinger, Matthew - 97
Boltz, Tamara — 145
Bondarenko, Paul — 163
Bonner, Mark - 215
Botha, Betty - 145
Bowen, Douglas — 163
Bowman, James — 82
Bowman, Keith - 172
Bowman, Timothy — 170
Boyd, Ralph - 130
Boyd, Ruth - 128
Brace, Mark - 97
Bradford, Sherry — 145
Bradley, Ernest - 46, 163, 168
Bragg, Esther - 129
Branch, Wendy — 145
Brand, Ruth - 145
Breen, Cathryn - 85, 155
Breen, Merri Lynne — 145
Brennfleck, Kevin — 163
Brewer, Jeannie — 146
Brewster, Stephen — 170
Briede, Patrick - 82
Bright, Sherry - 194
Brinson, Bradley — 163
Broadwater, Craig — 163
Brolund, Mary - 146
Bromhead, Mark - 90, 172
Brondyke, Kay — 146
Brooks, Laura — 146
Brooks, Steven — 78
Brooks, Suzanne — 146
Brown, Angela — 172
Brown, Debbie — 146
Brown, Paul - 218
Brown, Wende — 143
Brueckner, Julene — 146
Brummeler, Robert — 163
Brunstetter, Randy - 46, 163
Buehler, Sue - 156
Bullis, Kent — 170
Bullock, Kurt - 39, 170
Bullock, Jeanne — 126
Bullock, Ray - 178
Bunch, Jan - 170
Burden, Stan - 187
Burdick, Elizabeth - 172
Burgess, Jill - 146
Burkholder, Timothy - 182
Burnham, Debra — 145
Burnham, Phyllis - 146
Burnworth, Joe — 190
Buroker, Bradley - 72
Buroker, Dennis - 205
Burris, Marie — 148
Burton, Jill — 146
Burton, Edward — 163
Butler, Lisa - 146
Byers, David - 163, 109, 232
Byers, Coleen — 146
Calhoun, Beth - 217
Calvert, Deborah - 146
Cameron, Mark - 199
Campbell, Jonathan - 46, 163
Campbell, Walter - 126
Canady, Sherry — 146
Cargo, Mary — 222
Cargo, William - 163
Carley, Janet - 190
Carlson, Russell — 46
Carlson, David — 172
Carnes, Susan — 212
Carruth, Hazel - 194
Carter, Marianne — 155
Carter, Michael - 163
Case, Dirk — 46
Case, Jim — 130
Cates, Michelle - 205
Cavin, Lynn - 222
Chambers, Cheryl - 126
Chambers, Tim — 214
Chaplin, Beth - 183
Chapman, Barb — 190
Chapman, Mildred - 195
Chapman, Paul — 163
Chappell, Ed - 122
Charles, Patricia — 190
Chenenko, Robin — 146
Chesley, William - 46
Chlasta, Ron - 90
Christian, Roger — 224
Christy, Gay - 190
Churchill, Donald - 183
Cicero, Nancy — 125
Claar, Susanna — 155
Clark, Debra - 222
Clark, Rhonda - 197
Clark, Russ - 131
Clark, Susan — 155
Clausen, Janelle — 146
Cleveland, Carol — 146
Cleveland, Wilbur — 122
Cline, Virginia — 122
Clough, Al - 130
Clouser, Ranee — 172
Cocking, Karen — 205
Cocking, Kent — 182
Cole, Bobbi - 146
Cole, Carey - 182
Collins, Martha - 146
Combee, Gail - 155
Comstock, Dawn — 212
Condit, Jon - 164, 165
Conlon, Robert — 212
Conway, Brenda — 155
Cook, Gayle - 140
Cook, Paul - 172
Corduan, Win — 217
Cork, Kathy - 155
Cosby, Linda - 172
Cotner, Jon — 164
Cotner, Robert - 122
Courtney, Jeanine - 200
Cowley, Karen — 146
Cox, Debby - 146
Crabtree, Robert - 190
Craig, Tern - 146
Crawford, Catherine - 190
Crawford, Kevin - 186
Cripe, Kevin — 222
Crist, Randall - 174, 206
Cross, James - 164
Crouse, Sarah - 206
Culberson, Kimberly - 147
Cullison, Melany - 155
Culver, Melody - 190
Cummings, Deborah - 191
Cunningham, Michael - 164
Currier, Cynthia - 147
Curtis, Catherine - 147
Curtis, Margaret - 147
Dalton, Tom - 114, 164
Danielson, Karin - 147
Daugherty, Vicki - 147
Davenport, Dane - 46
Davis, Mary — 191
Davis, Timothy - 46, 164
Davis, Tom - 126
Dawes, Brent - 46, 164
Dawes, Brian - 164
DePree, Sara - 147
Deason, Daniel — 172
Deeter, Robin - 147
Deetjen, James - 46
Delcamp, Rhonda - 155
Delcamp, Sam - 122
Demaria, Domenick - 164
Dempsey, Basil - 178
Dial, Patricia - 147, 148
Dicicco, Deborah - 147
Dick, Paul - 164
Dickey, Barbara - 202
Dickey, David - 127
Diller, Rachel - 147
Dillon, Doug - 46, 170
Dimmick, John - 202
Dinse, Edward - 195
Dodd, Mark - 218
Dodd, Scott - 82
Dodge, Randall - 170
Doehrman, Jan - 155
Doles, Debra — 93, 147
Dollar, Cheryl - 147
Dormans, David - 164
Doss, Barry - 218
Dowden, Blair - 126
Drake, Marcile - 126
Dreyer, Timothy - 78
Drook, Julia - 147
Dubruille, Michael - 172
Dudics, Julius - 191
Duffey, Dawn - 147
Duggleby, Jean - 147
Duling, Connie - 172
Dunbar, David — 46, 200
Duncan, Michael - 184
Dunham, Jan - 147
Dunham, Jill - 147
Dunkelberger, Kendra - 147
Dunlap, Karel - 222
Dunnett, Mark - 172
Dusek, Carla - 147
Dykhoff, Donald - 164
Dyson, Deborah - 85
Eaton, Gwen - 147
Eavey, Brian - 172
Eddy, Samuel — 46
Eddy, Susan - 215
Ekstrom, Susan - 147
Ellenberger, Scott - 164
Elliot, Karen - 164
Elliot, Sharon - 147
Ellis, David - 212
Ellis, Greg - 164
Ellis, John - 218
Ellis, Kenneth - 181
Emery, Charles - 46
Enchelmaier, Tim - 164
Engle, Becky - 147
Engle, Dawn - 222
Englram, Paul - 38, 39
Erb, Greg - 200
Eshelman, Beth - 147
Evans, Marilyn - 129
Everitt, Terri - 155
Ewbank, Frances - 194
Ewbank, William - 200
Fackler, Robin - 147
Fagan, Jenny — 191
Fahn, Laura - 148
Fancher, Marie - 148
Farlow, Jewel — 155
Faul, David - 164
Faul, George — 197
Fawley, William - 184
Feldkamp, Beth - 155
Felten, Brian — 164
Felton, Robyn - 148
Fennig, Greg — 164
Fennig, James - 46
Ferguson, Erin - 194
Ferguson, Rebecca - 148
Ferraro, Joseph - 181
Fetzer, Greg - 46, 82, 164
Fields, Clyde - 172, 174
Fights, Elaine - 148
Flanary, Lisa - 90, 172
Flight, Ron - 172
Folmsbee, Mark — 181
Fortney, Mary — 148
Fox, Diane - 215
France, Jeff - 172
Francis, Greg - 116, 172
Frank, Colleen - 85, 148
Frank, Deborah - 85
Frank, Paula - 172
Franklin, Joyce - 220
Freese, Betty - 126
Freese, Robert — 191
Frens, Dave - 217
Frey, Judy - 38, 39, 140
Frierson, Deborah - 148
Frye, Herbert — 172
Frylink, Nancy - 140
Fugett, Don - 170
Funk, Margaret - 148
Gabrielsen, Diane - 85, 155
Gaines, Mark - 184
Galish, Sharon - 140
Garda, David - 164
Garda, Susan - 148
Gardner, Terri — 127
Garner, Jill - 148
Garzon, Jeanne — 39, 172
Gasper, John - 170
Gates, Deborah - 172
Gates, Nancy — 148
Gates, Richard - 206
Gaw, Ka Tong - 211
Geene, Mark — 170
Gentry, Patricia - 155
Gentry, Sharon - 155
George, Vickie - 148
Gerig, Douglas - 164
Gerig, Onalee - 148
Germann, Randall - 123
Gerth, Kevin - 164
Gettmann, Cheryl - 148
Gibson, Kris - 148
Gilley, Karen - 85, 191
Ginn, Dwight - 182
Glass, George - 207
Glover, Mary Edna - 208
Goldman, Linda - 155
Gongwer, Carl - 198
Gongwer, Shirley - 140
Good, Max — 164
Goodine, Patricia - 148
Goodman, Scott — 164
Goodman, Sylvia — 85
Gorman, Tim — 182
Gorton, Bea - 208
Goff, Teena — 194
Grabil, Mike - 164
Gramtz, Lori - 191
Green, Karen — 191
Green, Matthew — 46, 172
Greenagel, Reed - 164
Greenman, Robin - 148
Greenwood, Mike - 146
Gretillat, Rhonda - 129
Griesmeyer, Lynn - 148
Griffin, Ellen - 140
Griffith, Teresa - 192
Grogg, Ron - 206
Grover, Patty - 140, 153
Gualtieri, Beth - 140
Gualtieri, Ruth - 140
Guhse, David - 170
Gunder, Colleen - 140
Gwin, Dawn - 148
Habegger, Barb — 140
Habegger, Debra - 173
Habegger, Julia - 202
Habegger, Sara - 140
Hackworth, Brett - 170
Hagmaier, Tim - 46
Hahn, Deborah - 140
Haifley, Tom - 173
Haines, Georganna - 192
Haines, George — 191
Haines, Linda - 140
Haines, Terrel — 165
Hains, Beulah - 173
Halbrook, Lucinda — 147
Haley, Deborah - 149
Haley, Sharon - 178
Hall, Bonita - 149
Hall, David - 164
Hall, Janice - 184
Hall, Sid - 131
226
Hall, Stephen - 46, 173
Hall, Tammy — 140
Halteman, Jim — 186
Hambley, Sharon — 140
Hamm, Doug — 82, 165
Hamman, Mike - 178
Hammond, Ruth — 140
Hansen, Roger — 165
Hardley, Doris - 127
Harlan, Linda — 149
Harms, Paul - 199
Harness, Catherine - 140
Harness, Mark - 16^
Harreld, Beverly - 123
Harper, Brian - 46, 173
Harris, Jan - 149
Harris, Nancy — 149
Harris, Paul — 209
Harris, Sheri — 192
Harrison, Anna — 128
Harrison, George — 180
Harrison, Joyce — 140
Harsch, Doug — 46
Hartman, Susanna — 149
Harvey, Randy — 196
Harz, Valerie — 149
Haskins, Jenneva - 149
Haught, Kenneth — 224
Hawkins, Tim — 184
Hayden, Mike - 200
Haymaker, Renee — 149
Haynes, Cheryl - 192
Haynes, Mike - 46
Haynes, Richard - 206
Hayworth, Deb - 212
Healy, Tim - 165
Heaney, Jon — 165
Headrick, John - 128
Hebele, Sandra - 173
Heath, Dale - 198
Heebner, Cleone - 156
Heiman, Tony — 82
Heinsman, Kriste — 85
Hellwege, Christie - 148
Hellwege, Mike — 46
Helvey, Jennifer — 140
Hendee, Claudia - 182
Henderson, Susan - 140
Hendricks, Amy — 140
Hendricks, Ken - 165
Hendrix, Janet - 149
Henningsen, Lisa — 140
Hepker, Mary — 140
Herbster, Sue - 143, 207
Hernandez, Ana — 149
Herr, Stacy - 149
Hess, David - 191
Hettinga, Cindy - 222
Hiatt, Greg - 219
Hibben, Karen - 156
Hickman, Brent — 165
Hicks, Dave - 173
Hiday, Becky - 126
Higginbotham, Dee Ann - 192
Highley, Vicki - 149
Hilbert, Becky - 156
Hill, Brenda - 149
Hill, Julia - 127
Hill, Pam - 149
Hill, William - 127
Himelick, Joe - 184
Hinkel, Beth - 173
Hirons, Raya — 126
Hitchcock, Margaret - 203
Hmielewski, Mike — 46
Hodges, Constance — 148
Hodson, Gerald - 126
Hodson, Jane — 193
Hoeffer, Rob - 212
Hoel, Carole - 149
Hoffman, Drew - 46, 201, 72
Holcombe, Alice — 127
Holcroft, Anna - 129
Hollis, James - 173
Holmes, Merlin - 165, 169
Holt, Bruce - 170
Hooven, William — 93
Hoover, Lesia — 149
Hopkins, Sharon — 122
Home, Jennifer — 192
Hostetler, Joy - 149
Houghtaling, Peggy — 140
Housch, Bobby - 165
Howard, Jill - 173
Howard, Nancy — 129
Howell, Robyn - 192
Howell, Steve - 165
Hromas, Lee Ann - 156
Hubbard, Oliver — 188
Hubbs, Kathy - 149
Huber, Denise — 149
Hudson, Nancy - 149
Huffman, Deborah - 149
Huffman, Keith - 165
Hughes, Ellen - 149
Huizenga, Janene — 141
Hull, Richard - 165
Hulstedt, Cynthia - 149
Humberd, Charles - 165
Hunt, Jeff - 171
Hursey, Lynn - 192
Hutchins, Bob - 184
Hutchinson, Sharon — 141
Hutson, Julianne — 85, 171
Hutson, Laura — 122
Imrie, John — 165
Imrie, Paul — 165
Jackson, Betty - 125
Jackson, Cynthia — 149
Jackson, Dale - 188
Jacober, Beth - 149
Jacobsen, Donna Lee - 141
Jacobsen, Dwight — 165
Jacobsen, Lori — 141, 149
Jaderholm, Kurt - 184
Jager, June — 192
Jaggers, Carol - 156
Jaggers, Charles — 125
Jarman, Eric — 46
Jarman, Thomas — 208
Jenkins, Jeanette — 212
Jenkinson, Roger — 220
Jeter, Rhonda - 173
Jett, Sandra - 141
Johansen, Donna — 141
Johns, Carol — 128
Johnson, Barbara — 156
Johnson, Bonnie — 215
Johnson, Cynthia - 150
Johnson, Deborah — 203
Johnson, Diane - 141
Johnson, Greg - 196
Johnson, Jana - 219
Johnson, Karen - 150
Johnson, Kimball — 156
Johnson, RaeAnn — 150
Johnson, Tamela - 173
Johnson, Teresa - 141
Johnson, Timothy — 46, 116
Jones, Brian - 160
Jones, Gregory — 78
Jones, Helen - 123
Jones, Pamela - 150
Jones, Becky - 173
Jones, Richard - 165
Jones, Rick - 203
Jones, Sarah - 173
Jones, Tom - 196
Jordan, Pam - 194
Kaiser, Joy - 150
Kandel, Diane - 150
Kareus, Pam - 156
Kashian, Martha - 156
Kastelein, John - 189
Katterjohn, Dawn - 150
Katterjohn, Kent - 167
Kearby, Cynthia - 178
Kearse, Brenda - 150
Keene, Karen - 85, 141
Keiser, Carol - 150
Keller, Ronald - 123
Kemp, Joanne - 126
Kendall, Deanne - 141
Kendall, Marion - 128
Kennedy, Nan - 114, 192
Kennedy, Reid - 165
Kepley, Vickie - 192
Kerlin, Beth - 141
Kerlin, Becky - 187
Kersten, Ann - 141
Kessler, Laura - 141
King, Julie - 85, 150
King, Kevin - 46
King, Linda - 186
King, Tern - 150
Kinzer, Charles - 165
Kinzer, Mark - 184
Kinzer, Mike - 165
Kirms, Fred - 183
Kissinger, Daniel - 160
Kitchen, William - 184, 212
Kitley, Lillie - 150
Kline, Tamara — 156
Klopfenstein, Ronald - 186
Klopfenstein, Tim — 201
Klosterman, Jane - 150
Klosterman, Mary — 178
Klyne, Patricia — 141
Knoderer, Fred — 171
Knight, Eric - 219
Knowles, Richard — 160
Koch, Paul - 201
Kocik, Sue - 141
Koenig, Brad - 165
Koetz, Julia - 150
Koons, Kelly - 173
Koppin, Sarah - 150
Korfmacher, Dora - 141
Krall, Jim - 160
Kramer, Doug - 166
Kratzer, Teresa - 173
Krauter, Jody - 156
Krick, Barry - 160
Krick, Bryan - 160
Krier, Don - 160
Kroeker, Phil - 202
Krueger, Gordon — 187
Kruizenga, Joy - 150
Kurtz, Jane - 129
Ladd, David - 220
LaFollette, Robert - 82, 166
Laird, Jill - 156
Laky, Nancy - 146, 150
Landon, Angie — 178
Lane, Janet - 150
Lane, Tammara — 150
Lapham, Deborah - 141
Larsen, Christine - 141, 148
Lathers, Thomas - 160
Lautzenheiser, Donna - 184
Lawrence, Steve - 46, 207
Leach, Greg — 160
Leach, Deborah - 210
Lee, Jenny — 210
Lee, Troi - 46, 166
Leffingwell, Gordon - 123
Lehman, Brent - 160
Lehman, Greg — 122
Lehman, Jill - 215
Leistner, Cathy - 150
Lemaire, Sandy - 90, 173
Leonhard, Jennifer - 141
Leonhardt, Lisa - 223
Lester, Rochelle - 150
Lettinga, Allan - 213, 78
Lettrich, Mary - 151
Lewis, Mark - 173
Lewis, Becky — 141
Lichtenberger, Becky - 203
Liggett, Cindy - 151
Lillmars, Diane — 85, 141
Limp, John - 160
Lincoln, Robin — 141
Lindman, Julie - 151
Lippincott, Woody - 166
Little, Greg - 160
Livingston, Cheryl - 156
Lloyd, Catherine - 151
Lloyd, Mark - 188
Lloyd, Richard - 201
Lockhart, Wendy - 141
Lockwood, Timothy — 82
Loder, Cristy - 122
Loewen, Grace - 151
Long, Mark - 46, 171
Long, Linda - 192
Long, Steve - 171
Lorentsen, John - 46, 160
Lott, Ron - 160
Lottes, Christine - 207
Loucks, Randy - 46
Lowery, Carol - 156
Loy, Janet - 187
Loy, Phillip - 210
Luginbill, Thomas - 166
Lund, Joe - 212
Luthy, Fred - 218
Lux, Lawrence — 166
Mac Rae, Doud - 166
Mahank, Mary - 195
Maier, Janet - 141
Maleski, Melodi - 85, 151
Manor, Billie - 129
Mantha, Brenda - 125
Markle, Linda - 141
Marlow, Doug — 160
Marshall, Larry - 46, 166
Martin, Greg - 166
Martin, Mike - 171
Martin, Neil - 166
Martin, Todd - 46, 160
Matchette, Janice - 141
Matejka, Wanda - 151
Mather, Anne - 151, 232, 166
Maxfield, Julie - 151
Maxwell, Marcella - 151
Maxwell, Mark - 182
Maxwell, Molly - 141
May, Kevin - 150, 173
May, Pamela - 151
Mayer, Daniel - 166
Mc'Alister, James - 184
McCabe, Thomas — 166
McClane, George - 166
McClew, Kathy - 215
McCullum, Mary Ann - 129
McDonough, Donna - 216
McFarland, Joanne - 141
McFarland, Jeffrey - 46, 82
McFarland, John - 82
McFarland, Sue - 141
McGarvey, Timothy - 160
McGregor, Carol - 213
McKeighen, Karen - 142
McKinney, Gail - 184
McKey, Daniel - 166
McClaren, James - 195
McCleod, Mike - 82, 166
McMahan, Craig - 46, 114, 217
McQueen, Marilyn - 223
McWatters, Thomas — 166
Meckley, Jill - 156
Meier, John - 166
Meisner, Laurel - 151
Mena, Alexandra - 85, 156
Mencke, Laura - 142
Messinger, Heidi - 142
Meyer, Kathy - 156
kei, Roger - 46, 220
kkelson, Dwight - 221
les, Dave - 82, 166, 73
Her, Barbara - 151
Her, Deborah - 142
Her, Gwen - 142
Her, Jeff - 160
Her, Joanna — 142
Her, Josephine — 128
Her, Kathryn - 151
Her, Ken - 82, 201
Her, Mark - 160
Her, Penny - 150
Her, Rodney - 204
Her, Tana - 173
Her, Terry — 166
\\er, Todd - 90, 174
Mills, Kim - 142
Millpaugh, Stacy - 151
Miner, Tammy - 156
Mitzel, Karen - 223
Moffett, Gerry - 166
Mohler, John - 171
Mollenkamp, Kent - 97, 160
Monroe, Tammy — 151
Montroy, Nancy - 151
Mook, Robin - 142
Mooney, Carol - 142
Moore, Paul - 171
Moorman, Cindy — 174
Moorman, Sue - 128
Mooris, Cindy - 173
Mortakis, Karen - 151
Mortensen, Joyce — 142
Moser, John - 160
Mosier, Bob - 173
Moss, Rita - 223
Muir, Sharon - 142
Murphy, Robin - 97, 142, 143
Murphy, Scott - 213
Murphy, Terri - 151
Murrell, Diane - 116, 142
Murry, Betty - 122
Musser, Merle - 184
Muzik, Richard - 215
Myer, Christopher - 173
Myers, Ben - 173
Myers, Kathi - 151
Myrmo, Kevin — 160
Nafziger, Doug - 173
Nanney, Mark - 216
Nash, Laura - 156
Nassar, Paul - 212
Neel, Steven - 166
Neideck, Margaret - 129
Neidieck, Robert - 129
Nelson, Chase - 166
Nelson, Jerry - 128
Nelson, Joel - 166
Nelson, Joellen — 129
Nelson, Marcia - 157
Nethery, Jennifer - 145, 151
Neuhouser, Daid — 199
Newman, Charles — 122
Newman, Jrma - 122
Nicholson, Carolyn - 151
Nicholson, Cynthia - 157
Nicoloudakis, Franklin - 166
Nienhuis, Carolyn - 157
Nienhuis, Nancy — 156
Nies, Mickey - 214
Nilsen, Mark - 166
Nine, Kathy Jo - 142
Nitzsche, David - 39, 160
Nixon, David - 10, 109, 232
Nixon, Kathy - 232
Norcross, Karen — 142
Nordin, Nancy - 72, 151
Nordquist, John - 204
Norman, Peter — 174
Northam, Jill - 142
Nothum, Ron - 166
Nussbaum, Elmer - 209
Nussbaum, Joni - 39, 142
Nussbaum, Teresa - 85, 142, 143
Nygren, Herbert - 217
Nygren, Herbert Jr. — 160
O'Brien, Robinard - 142
Odle, Don - 205
O'Mara, Judy - 157
Oaks, Doug - 160
Oehler, Ruth - 179
Oestreicher, Lori — 151
Okumu, Martha - 174
Oliver, Kathy - 192
Olmstead, John - 166
Olmstead, Vicki - 192
Olson, Stephen - 194
Orban, Lauran — 157
Osborn, Randy - 174
Oyer, Brenda - 142
Palacino, Deborah - 198
Palacino, John - 160
Palmer, Martha - 151
Palmer, Nancy — 142
Parker, Carol - 85, 157
Parker, Greg - 203
Parker, Richard - 203
Parkin, Penny - 203
Parsons, Deborah - 152
Parsons, Teresa - 152
Patrick, Jackie - 224
Pattison, John - 46, 166
Patton, Dennis - 216
Patton, Jack - 179
Patton, Nancy — 142
Patton, Russell - 210
Paulson, Steve — 166
Pearman, Cathey - 142
Pearson, Joellen - 142
Peck, Andrew — 201
Pederson, Dan - 160
Peed, Theresa - 152
Pelton, Doug - 166
Petersen, Thomas - 167
Pettus, Terri - 142
Pew, Ronald - 174
Pfahler, Ray - 167
Phillips, John - 167
Pichea, Beth - 157
Pichea, Brenda - 223
Pickard, Pam - 204
Pickett, Kathleen - 157
Pierce, Josh — 85
Pitts, Robert - 125
Poe, Elizabeth - 181
Poling, Cindy - 174
Pond, Kristine - 213
Porter, Jean - 152
Potts, Daniel - 210
Potts, Deric - 160
Potts, Douglas - 46, 160
Poucher, David — 167
Poucher, Marsha — 146, 196
Powell, Jeff - 167
Prast, Sandy - 152
Pratt, Lenetta - 123
Pray, James — 167
Prentice, Jeff - 179
Preston, LouAnn - 193
Price, Cynthia - 152
Price, Mollie — 193
Price, Phil - 207, 78
Price, Steven — 161
Price, Vicki - 152
Priest, Gregory — 167
Pritchett, Sherry - 152
Pritchett, Shirley - 152
Pritz, Ken - 46
Pudait, John - 82
Pugsley, Scott - 167
Pullen, Shirley - 193
Purser, Duane — 167
Putnam, Steve — 214
Quinn, Karl - 161
Rabine, Julie - 152
Rabung, Mike — 82
Raby, Sharon — 142
Rader, Don - 174
Rader, Edie - 116, 152
Raikes, Kathy - 152
Ramsland, Brad — 161
Ramsland, Tracey — 152
Randall, Terrilyn - 142
Randolph, Gary — 214
Range, Don — 171
Rankin, Dale - 161
Rarick, Jonel — 152
Ratliff, Dave - 130
Rawlings, Diane — 142
Rectorovik, Jo Ann - 142, 224
Reckner, Rick - 167
Rediger, Milo - 125
Rediger, Tamara - 142
Redington, Kim - 207
Redman, Sonya — 152
Reece, John — 171
Reed, Paul - 130
Reeder, Karla - 142
Reger, Mike - 174
Remwald, Brenda — 152
Remington, Karen — 157
Renbarger, Karma - 152
Reneau, Bart - 46, 161
Rhea, Nancy — 152
Rhodehamel, Debra — 152
Rhodehamel, Kent - 108
Rhodes, Steve - 46, 167
Rice, Carl - 192
Rich, Mark - 46, 167
Richards, Donald — 167
Richardson, Sara — 152
Richardson, Dale — 214
Rickner, Nancy — 130
Ricks, Joseph - 174
Rife, Katrina - 179
Riggle, Jay - 82, 221
Rike, Mike - 161, 162
Riley, Dawn - 157
Riley, Lynn - 157
Ringenberg, Rae - 171
Ringenberg, William - 125
Rishaw, Brian — 167
Rishel, Stanley - 167
Ritchie, Kathleen - 193
Robbins, Dawn — 143
Robbins, Nancy — 174
Robello, Lindy - 157
Roberts, Georgina — 143
Robbins, Lorene — 122
Rodell, Mark - 167
Roden, Robert - 174
Roehllng, JoAnn — 193
Rogers, Helen - 190
Rogers, Markeal - 174
Rogers, Mike - 167
Rogers, Teresa - 143
Rogers, Tom - 167
Rohde, Karen - 143
Rolph, Jeff - 167
Ross, Helen - 152
Roth, Lou - 127
Roth, Roger - 209
Roth, Waldo - 189
Rottmeyer, Larry - 185
Rousselow, Jessie - 188
Roye, Frank - 224
Row, Brenda — 143
Rowe, Mike - 161
Rowell, Gary - 167
Rueggsegger, Brian - 46, 167
Rueggsegger, Dave - 82
Rueggsegger, Doug - 82
Rumple, Rita - 143
Rupp, Dawson - 167
Rupp, Mary - 157
Rupp, Stephen - 161
Rupp, Teresa - 185
Russell, Kevin - 161
Russell, Marc - 167
Rutzen, Karen - 152
Rutzen, Mark - 179
Ruyle, Enid - 143
Ryan, Doug - 185
Ryan, Jane - 157
Ryan, Pamela - 143
Sabinski, Brenda - 153
Sanchez, Leonard - 168
Sanders, Monte - 171
Sandin, Kim - 143
Sanford, Paul - 46, 161
Scheerer, Diane - 143
Schenck, Leslie - 143
Scherer, Carol - 143
Scherer, Mary - 193
Schleucher, Rick - 174
Schlotter, Evon - 143
Schmidt, Cliff - 168
Schmidt, Layne - 161
Schmidt, Linda - 153
Schmidt, Ulrike - 143
Schmitt, Kenneth - 161
Schonauer, Mark — 161
Schroeder, Robert — 174
Schuler, Deb - 153
Scott, Colleen - 153
Seabloom, Mark - 161
Seabold, Todd - 161
Seagrave, Terry — 167, 168
Seaman, Richard - 186, 78
Sebestyen, Bruce — 168
Sedio, Bryan - 174
Sellers, Mattie - 125
Sellhorn, Elaine - 193
Sellhorn, Janet — 153
Sexton, Keith - 171
Shaffer, Nancy - 216
Shaffer, Sheryl - 153
Shaffer, Tamar - 128
Shaffner, Mike - 169
Shank, Susan - 153
Shaver, Dave - 201
Shaw, Sharlyn - 223
Sheard, Daniel - 161
Sheard, Paige — 185
Sheats, Cynthia - 157
Sheets, Kathy - 153
Sheffer, Debra - 214
Shepard, Alma - 153
Shepard, William - 46, 20, 216
Shepherd, Rodney - 161
Shields, Philip - 168
Shigley, Lavonne - 127
Shinabarger, Jamie - 168
Shinabarger, Todd - 168
Shockey, Lavonna - 126
Short, Jay - 168
Showers, Dave - 168
Shulze, Fred - 203
Sibley, Tracy - 46, 168
Simmons, Cindy - 157
Skinner, Peggy - 223
Skinner, Nyla - 143
Slaughter, Mark - 168
Smalley, Connie - 193
Smallwood, Brian - 82, 168
Smart, Lee - 153
Smith, Allan - 122
Smith, Barbara - 175
Smith, Cynthia - 143
Smith, Don - 216
Smith, Karl - 185
Smith, Laureen - 208
Smith, Lonnie - 161
Smith, Mark - 168
Smith, Mark K. - 171
Smith, Neal - 168
Smith, Richard - 82
Smith, Ruth - 153
Smitley, Carol - 223
Smucker, Ted - 185
Snyder, Harold - 180
Snyder, Peter — 46
Soderquist, Mark — 161
Soliday, Jon - 131
Solin, Kathy - 140, 143
Sommerville, Phillip - 161
Songer, Dave - 123
Songer, Martha - 221
Soper, Lois - 175
Spaulding, Jeannine - 153
Spencer, Mary — 153
Spangler, Tina - 143
Spangler, Tammy - 143
Spicer, Cheri - 93
Spitz, Sue - 143
Spring, Karen - 153
Sprunger, Cynthia - 153
Sprunger, Janet - 193
Sprunger, Bob - 90, 97, 162, 161
Sprunger, Tom - 168
Squiers, Richard - 182
Stafford, Laurie - 153
Staley, Rob - 162, 78
Stalter, Linda Jo - 153
Stark, Chris - 143, 144
Staup, Paul - 185
Stedman, Barb - 143
Steiner, Craig - 168
Steiner, Kent - 204
Steinmetz, Ted - 168
Stemler, Mark - 46
Stephenson, Janice - 153
Stephenson, Karen - 223
Stearn, Eddie — 168
Stevens, Barb - 122
Stevenson, Timothy — 46
Steyer, Hilda - 204
Stimmel, James - 168, 169
Stiver, Rachel - 143
Stockton, James - 82, 162
Stoker, Rebecca - 144
Stoller, Tammy - 153
Stone, Barbara - 144
Stone, Meleah - 153
Stoner, Diane — 193
Stout, Ronda - 153
Stow, Julia — 144
Strange, Doris - 144
Stratton, Marianne - 153
Strawser, Stephanie — 116
Streett, Laurie - 144
Strieker, Tammy - 153
Stroup, Sandy — 195
Strunk, Alycia — 144
Strunk, Jane - 153
Strunk, Joanna - 153
Summer, Robert - 168
Summers, Kim - 153
Sutton, Scott - 168
Sutton, Tad — 46, 216
Swale, Jerry — 162
Swan, Cheryl - 144
Swan, Kenneth — 194
Swarzentruber, Gloria — 154
Swift, Jeannie — 154
Sypher, Kathryn - 54
Talley, Steve - 162
Tansey, Barbara - 144
Tansey, Brenda — 144
Tatsch, Deborah - 175
Taylor, Carmen — 126
Taylor, Greg - 78
Taylor, Howard - 122
Taylor, Melanie - 123
Templeton, Kenneth - 162
Terrell, Jennifer - 144
Thalls, Todd - 168
Thomas, Renee - 157
Thomet, Sheri - 85, 154, 72
Thompson, Carolyn - 154
Thompson, Joan — 185
Thompson, Randy — 162
Thompson, Rebecca - 114, 144
Thompson, Ricky — 162
Thompson, Ronald — 162
Thorne, Sally — 154
Thorpe, Nancy — 144
Tice, Jeanine — 144
Tillman, Don - 168
Tipton, Trevor — 46
Tobias, Audrey - 154
Todd, Robert - 169
Tomrell, Karen — 144
Tommesen, Daniel — 169
Townsend, Don — 171
Treen, Patricia - 144
Treu, Doug — 169
Treu, Norb — 185
Trievel, Keith - 97
Triol, Tom - 173
Trout, James - 162
Trout, Jane - 154
Trout, Lora - 131
Tshudy, Dean - 193
Turnbull, Ron - 169
Turner, Carolyn - 154
Turner, Kathy - 116
Turner, Linda — 223
Turner, Pamela - 154
Turnow, Lori - 123
Tyree, Jay - 82, 174
Unangst, Ray - 46
Underwood, Richard - 162
Utley, Jon - 179
Valberg, Frances - 208
Valentine, Teresa — 143
Van Natter, Melinda - 154
Van Pelt, Anne Margaret - 149
Van Treuren, Jenny — 193
Van Vleet, John - 171
Vandenbelt, Jane - 144
Vanfossen, Brad - 219
Vanvlerah, Michelle - 193
Varland, Roger - 72, 162
Velasco, Kim - 144
Versaw, Sharon - 154
Volz, Juliann - 154
Waggoner, Karen - 157
Wagner, Kim — 144
Wait, Rod - 169
Waldrop, Beth - 195
Walker, Mary - 144
Walker, Marilyn - 195
Walker, James - 162
Wallace, Doris - 154
Wallace, John - 222
Wallace, Kim - 154
Wallace, Nancy - 154
Wallace, William - 171
Waller, Courtney - 169
Walton, Doug - 162
Warner, Ruth - 157
Warren, Barrie - 144
Weaver, Bryan — 219
Webb, Martha - 154
Weed, Lois - 127
Wehrly, Don - 169
Wehrman, Karen — 216
Weimer, Bonnie — 179
Weiss, Bob - 169
Welch, Philip - 116, 169
Welty, Matthew - 171
Wenger, Dale - 201
Wesolek, Tim - 169
Westley, Rebekah - 154
Wheeler, Jim - 108, 161, 162
Whitaker, Dave - 169
White, Joan - 179
White, Van - 169
Whitehead, Jennifer — 144
Whiteside, Leslie - 157
Whitfield, Drew - 82, 83, 169
Whitfield, Todd - 46, 82, 83, 169
Whitfield, James - 82, 83, 185
Whitman, Lee - 39, 46
Whitney, Diane — 179
Widbin, Bruce - 169
Wilcox, Barbara - 204
Wilder, Glenn - 166, 169
Williams, Michelle - 154
Williams, Paula - 185
Williams, Ruth - 208
Williams, Yetive - 127
Willamson, Pam - 93, 54
Wilson, Charles - 219
Wilson, John - 20
Wilson, Marsha - 144
Wilson, Vicki - 185
Winder, Roger - 171
Winquist, Alan - 196
Wiren, Ruth - 204
Whitt, Enola - 179
Walcott, David - 185
Wolf, Barbara - 144
Wolfe, Brenda - 214
Wolfe, Robert - 209
Wolfe, Daniel - 216
Wolff, Karen - 144
Wolford, Mike - 46, 169
Wood, Ted - 183
Woodall, Dave - 169
Woodard, Eileen — 154
Worley, James — 185
Wortman, Lisa — 154
Wrestler, Linda - 154
Wright, Kimm - 144
Wyse, Donna — 154
Wysong, Rhonda - 154
Yeager, Brenda - 189
Yocum, Ken - 46, 221
Yoder, Cynthia - 193
Yonaly, Joy - 144
Yordy, Amy - 154
Yordy, Mark - 208
Yost, Kent - 171
Young, Beth - 154
Young, Carrie — 147
Young, Karen — 144
Young, Matthew - 169
Yutzy, Daniel - 224
Zimmerman, Lorna - 223
The time has come for us to say that we are definitely glad this trauma-
tic experience is over and we now know why the suicide rate of yearbook
editors is so high!!! Many times we contemplated leaving the country when
a deadline was late, or lynching Alan Winquist when he pulled our layouts
apart. But all in all this is one experience that will never leave us— in fact,
this book will probably haunt us forever! But before you close the cover
and condemn this book to many years of dust collecting, there are a few
people we would like to thank for sticking by us and helping us through
those dreaded deadlines.
We would like to thank our advisors, Jane Halteman and Alan Winquist,
who never ceased to find something wrong with our layouts (only kidding
—
you were great, Jane and Alan), and our representative, Larry Glaze, who
had to put up with our constant questioning. Ann Mather was our "Angel
Unawares" who helped us with her tremendous artistry (as you can see
from the cover!).
And individually we would like to thank:
DAVE B.-
My roommate Terry Seagrave
My wing—first west Wengatz
J. 0.— first semester support
C.B.— second semester support
DAVE N-
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